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La spiaggia, il monte e il giardino 
(The beach, the mountain and the garden of Eden) 
Voices and sounds in Purgatorio by Dante Alighieri 

 
The role played by music in the complicated poetical 

architecture of the Comedy finds in the intermediate 

cantica of Purgatorio a passage “at high melodic 

density”. Practically absent in Inferno, starting from 

the first eight cantos of the so-called Antipurgatorio, 

the presence of the singing emphasizes the phases of 

the journey of wandering Dante, before through the 

settings of the real Purgatory and ultimately in the 

divine forest of the Eden garden at the top of the 

mountain, and then up to the Paradise. 

 

Nevertheless, compared to the ineffable aural 

experience of the polyphonic sounds produced in the heavens of the last cantica, the music of the 

second cantica is characterized by a more human dimension: it deals with melodies which recall in the 

protagonist of the journey, and even in the reader, experiences of terrestrial music related to the 

approach of the liturgical singing. Immediately recognizable and identifiable, the cantos sung in the 

various stages of the journey are conducted in a context related to religious practice of composition. 

The souls, which according to De Sanctis “are musical being”, live thereby also through the music the 

perspective of a rehabilitation and a progressive purification of their memory. 

 

It is a music which stands out for the strong presence of the monody, particularly liturgical, which on a 

number of occasions is based on simple melodic sequences, performed according to the practice of 

cantus planus of the Gregorian repertoire: for Dante, hymns, psalms, and Beatitudes vocally embody 

the purification desire of the souls in their choral ascent, within a poetic-musical outline which looks 

like an “immense liturgical drama”.  

 

The project, which fully succeeds in the synergic cooperation of acting voice and Gregorian voices, can 

be structured in three evenings (La spiaggia (the beach) – Il monte (the mountain) – Il giardino (the 

garden of Eden) as a sort of sound journey, whose evocative and visionary power will be further 

exalted by the music written for the occasion by Massimo Annoni. This music will open the first 

evening by evoking the Hell and it will close the third evening by revealing the Paradise.  

Though more restricted and less efficient, it is possible also the structure of the project in an only 

evening. 

 

  Ensemble: acting voice: Gian Franco Freguglia 
                      Gregorian voices: ModusNovi Ensemble  
                      Guest conductor: Massimo Annoni 

 
Option in three evenings - duration: 90’ each one 
Option in one evening  - duration: about 110’ 
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Suono di ogni principio  
(Sound of each principle) 

The knowledge of the beauty 
 

The figure musically narrated in this sort of oratory 
is that of the Virgo in the more traditional sense 

(who in De Virginibus leads Ambrogio to say that: 
“The virginity is the highest form of love proof”), but 
also the figure of the Virgo as more classically 
recognized, that one of a young woman who holds in 

her body and soul the mystery of the life. The 
theological and poetical completeness of the figure 
of the queen Sulamith, expressed by the great poetry 
of Cantico dei cantici, was used to join these two 
sides of the virginitas in a unique theme: the bride 
who has in her same name the light beauty of the 
dove and the sacred power of a love, which becomes 
wisdom. 

   
The show is divided into a sacred part and a profane one. In the first one there are sacred 
melodies, from the ancient Gregorian chant to the sacred contemporary polyphony, which 
outline female figures of the tradition of the eastern and western Christian faith. In the second 
part, descriptions of female figures follow each other and even if they come from profane and 
popular musical traditions, they are attributable to evidence of sacredness of love, which is 
beauty and wisdom. 
The two parts are framed by the announcement and return of a musical-instrumental theme 
which - together with completed choreographies - evokes almost archaically the primordial 
elements which created the life. 
The outlines and the nuances of sacred female figures around the central nucleus of the virgo 
are guided by poetical suggestions taken from some of the most representative voices of the 

contemporary poetry. They induce the listening towards the perception of the secret beauty 
and arcane wisdom of a love which appears as sound of each principle. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ensemble: Choir - Female voices - Soloists - Electronic Keyboards - Dancing-girl - Acting 
voices 
  
Duration: 90’ 
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Come niente, come la note 
(As nothing, as the night) 

The duty of memory 

 

 
After the concentration camps, the songs belonging to 

the culture of  the Jewish people have almost become 
the sign of collective memory, which resounds as anti-
sweetness, speaks the bitter language of a tragedy and 
inevitably leaves in the listeners the aftertaste of the 
agonizing remembrance of all the loves and the lives 

which faded in the poisoned gardens of  Shoah. 
 
In a sort of voluntary and involuntary play of coming 

and going of recollections, the musical and poetical texts here proposed try to cross, almost 
without a precise direction, the memory area of the Jewish people, of their poetical and 
musical culture, of their missing and scattered identity in the world’s history, but also very 
close and always and everywhere recognizable, as it were sustained by the will of identity 

conservation of a collective self, blessed and at the same time damned to its existential 
peregrination.   
 
In the due act of memory, the resound even today of those voices and words is a gesture 
which - beyond the chosen forms and the historical memories - intends to raise to an entire 
population a sort of a laic laud, an astounded drama, a composed dialogue between the 
screams of those martyrs and the incessant cry of pain, which indiscriminately make also of us 
all a population who walks in the dark of the desert, behind a pillar of fire. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Ensemble: Choir – Accordion - Clarinet - Acting voice 
 
Duration: 80’ 
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L’intelligenza dell’amore 
(The intelligence of love) 

The lily and the rose 

 

 
 

In this sonorous representation of love, new and old melodies, sacred and profane harmonies 
alternate with poetical texts and instrumental pieces, as in a composed dance. Among sacred 

and biblical quotes and more laic contemporary voices, “amor sacro” (sacred love) and  “amor 
profano” (profane love) interweave at cadenced rhythm within the coming and going of 
sonorous images, that they try to arouse in the subconscious of who listens a more aware 
intelligence of love. Love that is a feeling always and never understood, but love also as 
instrument of a more careful awareness of the things and the world.  
 
Emblems of this musical and poetical path, the lily and the rose are archaic symbols of a vital 
impulse which, transforming into the space and time of the cultures of populations and 
civilizations, gives form and sense to that common suspended vicissitude, called life. The 
sound of the melodies and harmonies, the meaning of the words and poems appear thereby to 
the listening as what remains of each of those lives which, between past and present, lived the 
love and tried to understand it. A sort of heritage entrusted to us, almost the due task of a 

more responsible discernment of our being itself. 
 
 

 

 

 

Ensemble: Choir - Piano/organ - Acting voice  
 
Duration: 90’ 
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Peregrinazioni  
(Peregrinations) 

On the traces of European popular tradition 

 

 
 
This path on the traces of the Italian and international musical tradition presents pieces of 
popular genre and inspiration, coming from Italy, Spain, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Hungary, 
Ireland, but also from other cultures, including that one so singular of the Jewish music in 
Yiddish language. All the songs stand out because of the presence of original and harmonic 

tablatures, which give new energy to the due commitment of the tradition in these lost 
melodies. 
 
As in a journey made mainly of peregrinations rather than paths, the listener is thereby led to 
the composition of musical fragments which, each one with its peculiar features, give shape to 
an image of Europe perceived through the humble and silent stories of the individuals, people 
and cultures which lived and live its skies and its lands. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Ensemble: Choir 
 
Duration: 80’ 
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Laudemus Virginem 
Meditation on the figure of Mary 

 
The measured alternation of vocal pieces, instrumental 
pieces and mystic and poetic texts around the figure of 
Mary gives shape to this concert-meditation, which is 
thematically tripartite: initially “The Mother” (“La 

Madre”), where Mary is sung in her more human and 
female aspect; then “Our Lady of Sorrows” (“La 
Addolorata”), where the Madonna is caught in her 
extreme sorrow at the foot of the Cross; and finally “the 
Glorified” (“La Glorificata”), where the Mother of God is 
exalted by the tradition of a faith which raises her to 
the Glory of the Heavens. 
 
The musical path is characterized by the presence of 
pieces which range from Gregorian chant to the Llibre 
Vermell de Monserrat (14th Century), from the 
Orthodox liturgy to the classical and contemporary 

polyphony. The corresponding textual and 
instrumental path represents the meditative counter 

melody to a listening experience which, beyond the aesthetic dimension, exalts the more 
properly mystic one in a meditative approach, that highlights original and unexpected traits of 
the figure of Mary. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ensemble: Choir - Female voices - Piano/organ - Acting voice 
 
Duration: 75’ 
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Vere Passum 
I look for your face  

 

 
 

Almost it were a tale of the Passion and Death of Christ, this concert-meditation for the time of 
Lent is divided in a sequence of musical, narrative and theological chapters, that lead the 
listener on the search of Jesus’ face, who is approaching on the threshold of his own death. 
Human dimension and divine dimension interweave and become upset at the time of the 
sentence, on the way of the Cross, on Calvary, in the observation that “It is finished”, in the 
final recognition when the veil of the Temple is torn. On the emotional context, and at the 
same time theological, the theme of the faith in the resurrection.  
 
The musical narration is led through themes and images taken from hymns, antiphons and 
psalms of the ancient Gregorian chant, situated in efficient contrast with the reinterpretation 
of those same motives by modern and contemporary composers. Targeted instrumental 
pieces, biblical texts, texts of the religious literary tradition, mystic and theological texts serve 

as meditative amplification for a listening that puts the believer, and not only, in an emotional 
and austere relationship with the inescapable, immanent and transcendental fact of the death 
on the Cross of Christ.  
 

 

 Ensemble: Choir - Piano/organ -Acting voice 
 
Duration: 75’ 
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Ero Cras (tomorrow I will be here) 
Truly, I come quickly (Ap. 22,20) 

 

 
 
Topic centre of this concert-meditation for the Advent time is the motif of the waiting, as 
resulting from the Latin expression Ero cras (tomorrow I will be here), used since the 6th 
Century as inverse acrostic of the initial letters of the seven biblical appellatives with which 
Jesus Christ is invoked at the first verse of each of the seven antiphons sung during “Late 
Advent Weekdays” (from the 17th to 23rd December). 
 
The theme of the waiting, theologically connected with that of the final revelation, develops in 
a musical path which is characterized by the presence of pieces which range from the 
Gregorian chant to the Orthodox liturgy, from the classical and contemporary polyphony to 
the popular Christmas tradition. The textual and instrumental path forms a meditative 
complement for an experience which, in addition to the listening dimension, introduces with 

renewed astonishment to the great mystery  of God, who becomes man. 

Ensemble: Choir - Piano/organ - Acting voice 
 
Duration: 75’ 
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